
 

The Basics of German-Dutch cooperation
Series of seminars for government officials of Dutch provinces and North Rhine-Westphalian government districts

The series of seminars covers three topic areas:

1. Culture, history, current social developments in Germany and the Netherlands

2. Organizational structure of public authorities (responsibilities and powers)

3. Development of a cooperation strategy (in working groups)

Each module contains elements from all three areas. In addition to communicating specific knowledge, 

the seminar aims to create a network for a regular exchange of information. 

Duration: 3 x two days 

Dates: June 2008 - February 2009

Locations: Arnhem, Kleve, Enschede



 

The Basics of German-Dutch cooperation
Series of seminars for government officials of Dutch provinces and North Rhine-Westphalian government districts

Module 1: 
Knowing and understanding differences

Day 1: Differences in mentality and administrative structures 

10.30  Coffee

10.45 Welcome, information about the programme and the course structure, 

 Getting to know each other (I)

11.45  Specific cross-border German-Dutch cooperation: overview of the

 major differences (first contact, forms of address, negotiations, 

 hierarchy), brief lecture and discussion

12.30  Lunch

13.30 Getting to know each other (II)

13.45 Information on the Internet: websites of the Dutch provinces and the

 North Rhine-Westphalia district governments 

14.15 The German “Obrigkeitsstaat” versus the Dutch polder model: 

 current administrative structures and their historical roots 

14.45 Responsibilities and powers of the partner authorities across the border 

16.00S  Break

16.15  Where do the main differences lie? Comparison of the two systems 

17.30  Brief evaluation of the first day (till approx. 17.45)

19.00  Dinner

Day 2: Historical background/development of a cooperation strategy

  9.00 The Dutch trading spirit meets the German “Kulturnation”: 

 formative historical developments and their importance for the  

 present (working groups)

11.00  Break

11.15  Evaluation and summary of the results

11.45 The long arm of history: topical media reports 

12.30  Lunch

13.30 Dutch-German working groups are formed to cover 

 different task areas 

13.45 Group work: developing a cooperation strategy

• Appraise participants’ needs

• Analyse the problems and opportunities of collaboration 

• Plan specific projects, e.g. create a glossary of technical jargon 

 in Dutch and German 

• Alternative: plan the creation of new communication structures 

 in the respective fields (e.g. newsletter)

15.15 Break

15.30  Presentation: each group explains objectives and strategy 

16.30 Evaluation and comments 

16.45  Coffee and departure 
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Module 2: 
Dealing with differences and developing solution strategies 

Day 1: Cross-cultural differences at work and in the media

10.15  Coffee   

10.30  Welcome, explanation of the programme

10.40 Brief recap on Module 1 

11.00 Cross-border cooperation in day-to-day work: what have you noticed 

 in the meantime, what questions do you have? 

11.30 Intercultural communication in typical situations: 

 comparative analysis of video examples (sequence of a meeting in   

 Germany and the Netherlands) 

12.30  Lunch

13.30  Dealing with differences and working out solutions 

 (working groups: German-Dutch tandems process case studies) 

15.00 Media analysis: daily newspapers and magazines

15.45 Break

16.00 A look at topical political debates in the two countries

17.30  Brief evaluation of the first day, organizational information (until 17.45)

19.30  Dinner

Day 2: Specific cooperation: subject-specific Dutch-German working groups

  9.00 Tour of Haus Schmitthausen (Euregio) 

  9.30 Working groups: planning a final presentation of the results next year 

10.00  Working groups get organized, process the individual topics 

 (e.g. Interreg, environment, economy)

12.30  Lunch

13.30  Presentation by the working groups

14.30 Reflection of cooperation: what went well, what might be improved? 

 What role is played by German-Dutch differences?

15.00 Break

15.15 The funny side of culture: humour (DVD)

15.45  Conclusions on the course modules 1 and 2, evaluation, requests for the next course

16.30  Departure 
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Module 3: 
German-Dutch relations – past and present, political and cultural 
 

Day 1: German-Dutch relations in the past and the present 

10.45 Coffee   

11.00  Welcome, explanation of the programme

11.30 Current German-Dutch relations – the positive change over 

 the last 15 years and the media’s perspective 

12.30  Lunch

13.30  German-Dutch relations through history – interactions, formative 

 differences and constants of how the two sides see each other 

14.30 Discussion café on various topics: naturalization, history, 

 justice and law, political landscape, health 

16.00 Break 

16.15 Report from the tables

16.45 On Winter’s Tale and broad waters. 

 Highlights of German and Dutch literature 

17.45 Brief evaluation (till 18:00)

19.30  Dinner

Day 2: German-Dutch cooperation in concrete terms: technical working groups 

  9.00 Gurgling sounds of a male-dominated society? 

 Why Germans often find the Dutch language cute 

 and why German sounds rough to the Dutch

  9.30 Concrete cross-border cooperation

11.00 Break 

11.15  Subject-specific working groups: planning a final presentation 

11.45  Working groups  

12.30 Lunch

13.30  Working groups, evaluation and presentation, report from groups 1 and 3

14.30 Summary and evaluation of the entire three-part course 

15.30  Coffee 

16.00 Departure
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